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Participation in SSN-events is only possible if you meet following requirements:

a. You are a full-time student at a Dutch university or higher education institution or you

were a full-time student at a Dutch university or higher education institution in the calendar year

preceding the current calendar year.* :

b1. You will represent the city in which you are studying or studied the calendar year prior to the

current calendar year OR;

b2. You will represent the student sports board/organisation, which is a member of SSN, where you have your
annual membership.

c. You have the minimum age of sixteen years and the maximum age of thirty years.

* = If you are not registered as a student at any higher education institution in the current calendar

year you are able to represent the city, or student sports board/organisation representing the city,

where you were registered the calendar year prior to the current calendar year.

When participating in a team event it is mandatory that all team members represent the same

student city or student sports board/organisation. This means that all team members should:

either study in the same student city; have studied in the same student city the calendar year

preceding the current calendar year or are in possession of an annual membership at an

organisation/student sports board representing this student city.

Example 1

Emma is studying at the HHS in the city of the Hague and she is also a member of HVV Football Factory. She

would like to represent the city of the Hague

Emma is eligible to participate in the GNSK 2023 and is allowed to represent the Hague.

Example 2

Lieke is studying at Leiden University and is also a member of student volleyball club Punch in the city of Delft.

She would like the represent the city of Delft

As a student, Lieke is eligible to participate in the GNSK 2023. Since she is a student at the Leiden University she

would be able to represent a team of Leiden University at all times. When Lieke is in possession of an annual

membership at the University Sports Centre of Delft she is also allowed to represent the city of Delft.

Example 3
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Daan is studying at the Radboud University in Nijmegen and is playing volleyball at the student volleyball

association WaHo in the city of Wageningen. Daan has an annual membership at the University Sports Centre of

Wageningen. Team Utrecht is short on players and asked Daan to join their team.

Since Daan is a student in the city of Nijmegen and has an annual membership in the city Wageningen he is only

allowed to represent one of those two cities and he is not allowed to play for any other city.

Example 4

Jasper graduated from Tilburg University in February 2022. Since he is keeping good memories from previous

editions he would be very happy to participate once more.

Athletes are eligible to participate in SSN-events, thus the GNSK 2023, maximum one calendar year after their

graduation. This means all athletes graduated between January 1st 2022 and now are eligible to participate in

the GNSK 2023.
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